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December 15, 2016  

 

Northwest Territories Public Utilities Board 

203-62 Woodland Drive 

Box 4211 

Hay River, NT 

X0E 1G1 

 

Attention: Ms. Louise Larocque, Board Secretary 

 

Re: NTPC’s 2016/19 Phase 1 General Rate Application – Post Technical Meeting  

 

1. This letter is being submitted by the Thermal Generation Communities (TGC) comprised of 

the Town of Inuvik, Village of Fort Simpson and the Town of Normal Wells.  

 

2. Further to the Technical Workshop held November 30, 2016, by letter dated December 7, 

2016 NTPC filed a summary of its comments on responses to Information Requests (IRs) 

previously identified by the Board and intervenors as not being fully responsive to the 

question(s) as asked.  

 

3. As per the schedule set out by the Board by letter dated December 8, 2016, the TGC provide 

the following comments on those TGC IR Responses which it considers as still being less 

than responsive. This response will provide comments based on the headings used by NTPC 

in its comments letter dated December 7, 2016. 

 

Section 1: Responses Resolved at the Technical Workshop  

 

1. Items That Requested Discussion, Clarification, or Interactive Engagement 

 

4. The TGC has no comments as none of the IR Responses identified in this section relate to 

IR’s asked by TGC.  

 

 

 

 

 

G. Rangi Jeerakathil 
 

Direct Line:  (306) 975-7107 

E-mail:  RJeerakathil@mlt.com 
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2. 2015/16 Actual Information 

 

5. NTPC has committed to (i) filing its 2015/16 Annual Report of Finances and Operations
1
 by 

December 16, 2016 (ii) filing updated Phase 1 schedules with its 2016/19 Phase II GRA by 

February 28, 2017 (iii) include 2015/16 actuals and update opening balances for the 2016/17 

Test Year (iv) provide updated responses if there are any material changes to 2015/16 

information provided in the Phase I IR responses. 

 

6. While the foregoing appears satisfactory, the TGC notes NTPC’s position, as expressed in 

TGC.NTPC-6 that it is not aware of “any major changes in the forecast operations for the 

Test Years.” To the extent the release of 2015/16 actual information has a material impact 

on any component of the 2016/19 Test Years revenue requirements as filed, the TGC 

expects NTPC will amend these 2016/19 Test Year revenue requirements accordingly.  

 

3. Revised Information Requests 

 

7. The TGC has further comments on the TGC IR Responses identified in this section.  

 

4. Information Available Publically and in Previous Filings 

 

8. The TGC has no comments as none of the IR Responses identified in this section relate to 

IR’s asked by TGC.  

 

5. Issues Related to Regulatory Filing Standards 

 

 Historical Information 
 

9. The TGC has no comments as none of the IR Responses identified in this section relate to 

IR’s asked by TGC.  

 

 Filing Format, Schedules and Standard Sections 
 

10. NUL states: 

 

Some Information Requests asked the Corporation to develop new 

schedules that were not part of the standard format agreed to by the MFR 

Committee. The standard schedules were agreed to by the MFR Committee 

as these were schedules the utilities could produce based on their accounting 

systems, code of accounts and budget methodology. The Corporation 

undertook to complete the table requested with 3 years of historical 

information related to the following Information Request:
2
 

                                                           
1
 Board Decision 13-2014 (Page14) refers to an annual “Report on Finances and Operations” whereas NTPC’s 

December 7, 2016 letter refers to an annual “Report of Finances”. The nomenclature “Report on Finances and 
Operations” has been used in this submission to be consistent with the term used in Decision 13-2014.  

2
 NTPC Letter dated December 7, 2016, Page 4 
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11. Information request TGC.NTPC-8 (d) requested NTPC provide “actual station service by 

plant for purposes of calculating the 5-year rolling average.” Table 1 of that response does 

provide the data for 5 years, but for the entire Thermal Zone. In our view, refusal to provide 

the data as requested, simply results in masking any significant changes in station service 

volumes and percentages which may exist for specific plants. Even if it is appropriate to 

forecast total station service on a zonal basis, NTC’s refusal to supply plant level station 

service losses leaves both the Board and intervenors in the dark as to what actions, if any, 

need to be taken to improve station service line losses at the specific plant level. It is only 

during the course of a GRA proceeding that an opportunity exists to explore why line losses 

or station service losses at some specific plants are out of line with the overall average; as 

NTPC has this information, it should be open to provide the requested information. The 

TGC requests that the Board direct NTPC to provide line loss information for each of the 5 

years used to forecast thermal zone station service line losses on a plant by plant basis.  

 

12. Information request TGC.NTPC-11 (b) requested NTPC to provide details of each of the 

initiatives undertake since the 2013/14 Test Year and for each such initiative, to provide (i) 

year in which the initiative was undertaken and/or implemented (ii) details of costs incurred 

for each initiative and (iii) a summary of the operational cost savings achieved, if any. The 

TGC’s objective was to assess the costs and benefits of such initiatives in prior years and 

determine the relative success of these initiatives. Rather than respond to the specific 

question as asked, i.e. to provide detail of each of the initiatives undertaken since the 

2013/14 Test Year, NTPC instead responds that each of the initiatives identified in the 

2016/19 GRA “will be implemented starting in the first Test Year 2016/17.” With respect, 

this was not the question at all.  

 

13. In addition, the purported rationale for denying the TGC.NTPC-11 (b) was, as noted above, 

that some “Information Requests asked the Corporation to develop new schedules that were 

not part of the standard format agreed to by the MFR Committee.” In fact, TGC.NTPC-11 

(b) has nothing to do with developing new schedules.  

 

14. The TGC requests that the Board direct NTPC to provide a more fulsome and complete 

response to the question as asked i.e. to provide details of each of the initiatives undertaken 

since the 2013/14 Test Year and for each such initiative, to provide (i) year in which the 

initiative was undertaken and/or implemented (ii) details of costs incurred for each initiative 

and (iii) a summary of the operational cost savings achieved, if any. 

 

 

6. Other Items 
 

(i) Undertaking to provide additional information to certain IR Response 

 

15. As a result of discussions at the November 30, 2016 Technical Workshop, NTPC has 

committed to provide additional IR Responses with respect to the following IR Requests: 
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TGC.NTPC-7 (a) 

TGC.NTPC-30 (d) 

TGC.NTPC-33 (b) 

TGC.NTPC-34 (d) [3 years of information] 

 

16. The TGC will review the additional IR responses noted above to ensure they fully respond to 

the questions as asked. However, the TGC does have one concern in connection with the 

undertaking to provide the number of mobile gensets used be limited to the last only 3 years 

as opposed to the requested 5 years of data.  

 

17. In TGC.NTPC-34 (d), the TGC attempted to assess whether the current number of mobile 

units proposed for the Test Years is optimal. In our view, given the uncertain nature of when 

these units are needed, the TGC submits a longer-term is considered to provide a better 

indication of mobile units that may, on average, be needed in each of the forecast Test 

Years. NTPC’s proposal to provide 3 years of actual information appears based on the 3-

years of actual data required or Minimum Filing Requirements (MFR). However, the use of 

a 3 year average could result in less than an accurate forecast i.e. if the use of mobile 

generating units in this period was minimal, for example, one could come to the conclusion 

that the only a few of the 8 mobile units are needed. NTPC should not be allowed to hold 

back on relevant and pertinent information which is needed to arrive at the most reasonable 

forecast.  

 

 

(ii) IRs Responded to, or Parties elected not to canvass at the Technical Workshop 

 

 

18. NTPC states: 

 

For the remaining Information Requests in this category, NTPC either 

responded to the interested parties at the workshop, or the interested 

parties had the opportunity to discuss these topics and elected not to 

canvass them as part of the technical workshop.
3
 

 

19. For the most part, the TGC concurs that the Technical Workshop provided an opportunity to 

discuss the TGC IR’s in this category; any remaining concerns will be addressed in the 

context of TGC’s evidence and/or cross examination.  

 

Section 2: Responses Not Resolved at Technical Workshop 
 

20. In its letter dated December 8, 2016, the Board invited parties to comment on “NTPC’s 

conclusions under Section 1 of the [December 7, 2016] letter” to do so by today’s date. The 

TGC assumes the Board will rule on those TGC IRs which requested information for years 

prior to 3 years, or for variance explanations less than the thresholds established for purposes 

of MFR requirements. Hence, no further comment is provided for IR’s referenced by NTPC 

in its Dec 7, 2016 letter (Page 7).  

                                                           
3
 NTPC Letter dated December 7, 2016, Page 5 
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Other Matters -November 30, 2016 Meeting Notes 

 

21. By letter dated December 9, 2016, the TGC provided a few corrections to the November 30, 

2016 Meeting Notes. A review of the final meeting notes received on December 13, 2016 

indicate none of the changes recommended by the TGC were accepted. The TGC submits 

the few corrections proposed by the TGC were either to correct clear errors in the Meeting 

Notes, or to provide a better record or context to what was stated; in the absence of these 

proposed changes, the notes are difficult to read, and/or misleading. The following table 

summarizes the TGC’s proposed changes/corrections:   

 
Ref Per Meeting Notes Proposed Correction Rationale 

PDF 4 of 35: I’d like to ask a question. 

…finance operations… 

I’d like to ask a question. 

…report of finances and 

operations… 

Provide better record and 

context to question 

PDF 13 of 35 Next one is 8b Next one is 8 (d) Correct error 

PDF 13 of 35 information for information  Provide better record and 

context to question 

PDF 24 of 35 …Look at …storage… 

we looked at the response 

on the initial 

estimate…time lines 

don’t make any sense. 

…Look at …Inuvik Tank 

F storage… we looked at 

the response on the initial 

estimate and issue of 

tenders…time lines don’t 

make any sense 

Provide better record and 

context to question 

PDF 25 of 35 Next, the vendor was 

supposed to cover…can 

you give us some idea of 

what changed? 

Next, the vendor was 

supposed to cover all first 

year maintenance 

costs…can you give us 

some idea of what 

changed? 

Provide better record and 

context to question 

    

 

22. The TGC appreciates the difficulty faced by the note taker “due to the nature of the room’s 

acoustics, cross-talk, sotto voce conversations, and other background noises” and the 

acknowledgement that “there may be errors and/or omissions.”
4
  

 

23. As well, the knowledge that someone is taking notes of the spoken word and that these 

notes, incomplete and/or inaccurate as they may be, will become part of the public record, 

may serve as a disincentive to engage in a frank and open discussion. If future technical 

workshop sessions are to be held, it may be worth considering having someone with the 

requisite technical background summarize the issue being dealt with, include references 

cited, and record resolution or lack thereof, to the issue being discussed.  

 

24. If you have any questions with respect to the foregoing, please do not hesitate to contact the 

writer. 

 

 

                                                           
4
 Final Notes, PDF 1 of 35 
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Yours truly, 

 

MacPherson Leslie & Tyerman LLP 

Per: 

  

Rangi Jeerakathil 

    

 

cc. Distribution List 


